
SILK RIBBON
The power of colors

WWe don’t even think how great it is to see the world around us 
through the ability of our eyes breaking down the white light into 
its elements! However, as a result of different colors, our brains 
produce different signaling agents that influence our behavior and 
affect our human relationships. Every color has a meaning that 
often fails to appear, and only the subconscious mind responds to 
it. Each of them carries a kind of symbolic meaning that may slightly 
vavary depending on culture, geography, or age, but in most parts of 
the world each means the same. Without completeness: blue always 
evokes the sea, the sky, and the horizon, green evokes nature and 

the renewal, and red means life, passion, and love.
At the Herend Porcelain Manufactory, porcelain is painted in a 
symbiosis of colors. An amazing color palette is typical of painters’ 
workshops. The glittering, snow-white porcelain pieces come to life 
by the porcelain painters, so that Herend porcelain items can be 
precious, colorful ornaments of flats and tables. Nowadays, 
colors and their harmony have become important not only in the 
interior design but also in the gastronomy, including foods, 
seserving, and other accessories that can be found on a gorgeously 
laid table. Whether it be any food specialty or mood, the fantastic 
color variations of Herend porcelain serving plates are sure to 
make you complete your gastronomic slow food experience. We are 
pleased to present the color selection of our serving plates!
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Serving plate
Without line

20158-0-00 WCTQ01
305 mm

Serving plate
Thin platinum line

20158-0-00 CTQ01S-PT
305 mm

Serving plate
Thick gold line
20158-0-00 CTQ01

305 mm

Serving plate
Thin gold line

20158-0-00 CTQ01S
305 mm
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AVAILABLE EXECUTIONS




